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The Center for Public Policy Priorities is a 501(c)(3) public charity committed to changing public 
policies and private practices to improve the economic and social conditions of low- and moderate-
income Texans. The center pursues its mission through policy research and development, public 
education, advocacy, and technical assistance.  
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Some Texans think that over time the state has significantly increased support for child protective 
services, and that CPS remains troubled due to bad management or policies. An objective analysis 
shows this to be untrue.  The basic problem is that 1) CPS started with low base funding; and 2) this 
funding has not kept up with child population growth, foster-care caseload growth, and inflation. 
The problem is compounded by the nature of child protection—in a static budget, as more children 
are served in foster care, less money is available to protect children in the community.  
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Texas brings children into care in very small numbers in only terrible circumstances. In fiscal year 
2003, Texas removed 8,595 children from their homes out of a total population of 6 million 
children—less than one-quarter of one percent of Texas children.1 Texas had only 16,267 children in 
foster care on any given day—less than one-half of one percent of Texas children.2 Texas ranks 47th 
among the states in the number of children in foster care per 1,000 children in the state.3 If Texas 
merely had the average number of children in care per 1,000, our foster care population would be 
53,114.4  
 
With a relatively high percentage of families living in poverty and anemic child abuse prevention 
programs, there is no reason to think Texas has fewer abused and neglected children than other 
states. Texas simply intervenes far less frequently than other states. The chart on the following page 
helps put the size of our system in perspective.5  
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In 2003, Texas annually provided foster care for only 0.4 percent of its child population.6 Here is the 
number of children in foster care in the five states with the most children, in rank order:  
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Roughly speaking, Illinois has half as many children as Texas, but one-and-a-half times the number 
in foster care. Some states may have too many children in care, but Texas has far too few. 
Furthermore, most other states’ foster caseloads are decreasing, while Texas’ is growing. It is critical 
to recognize these differences as funding decisions are made.   
 

 
6.038 million children in Texas 

  1.3 million children in poverty (in 2002) 

8,595 removed from home 

453,000 calls to intake 

278,871 children in investigations 

50,208 confirmed to be victims of abuse/neglect 
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In 2000, Texas spent $645 million on child protective services, foster care, and related programs, for 
an average of $110 spent per child resident.7 This is 60 percent lower than the U.S. average of $277 
per child—low enough to rank Texas 48th nationally. This large difference between Texas and the 
national average cannot be entirely explained by a lower cost of doing business in Texas. To reach 
the national average in 2000, Texas would have had to spend an additional $984 million in state and 
federal funds. Even to reach the Southern-states average ($186 per child), Texas would have had to 
spend $447 million more in 2000 on child protection. 
 
The effects of low spending are reflected throughout the CPS system. As mentioned earlier, Texas’ 
rate of children in foster care is 47th nationally. At the front end of the system, workloads for Texas 
CPS staff are the highest in the nation—in fact, more than twice as high as the national average.8   
 
A bloated bureaucracy is not to blame for CPS funding problems in Texas. The FPS budget for 
central and regional administration is $30.6 million for the biennium, or only 1.7 percent of the 
agency’s entire budget.9 Adding information services and other support services to this amount raises 
indirect administration’s share of the budget to 3 percent. Even if all this money could be redirected 
to current services, it would not be enough to cover inflation and continued growth in the child 
population. 
�
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Texas is home to many children—one in every twelve children in the United States is a Texan—and 
relies heavily on federal funding (about 67 percent of the CPS budget in 2004) for child protective 
services. Despite the conventional wisdom, state (General Revenue) spending in this critical area has 
been flat and has not kept pace with inflation and population. The top chart on the next page 
demonstrates that any new revenue for CPS in the past decade has, in fact, come from federal 
funds—particularly the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families welfare block grant.   
 
Other large federal funding sources for CPS include Title IV-E and IV-B, and Medicaid. A debate is 
currently taking place at the national level that could radically alter the structure of federal foster care 
financing, possibly converting Title IV-E (an entitlement) to a capped block grant. The Pew 
Commission on Children in Foster Care has issued its own set of sweeping recommendations on 
how foster care funding could be changed to improve outcomes for children in the CPS system.10 
Because of Texas’ heavy reliance on federal funds, state officials should carefully monitor the federal 
debate and weigh in at the key decision-making points.  
 
The second chart on the next page adjusts Texas CPS program funding for population growth and 
inflation. In inflation-adjusted numbers, state (i.e., non-federal) per-child spending has still not 
recovered to 1995 levels. (In the 1995 session, legislators enacted staffing cuts at PRS.  Subsequently, 
agency miscalculations about federal funds led to budget shortfalls and even larger staffing cuts from 
which CPS programs have still not recovered, despite legislative approval of new staff in 1997, 1999, 
2001, and 2003.) Total funding per child peaked in 2002 and will decline throughout the 2004-05 
budget cycle. Demographic trends indicate that continued growth in the child population, as well as 
relatively high levels of child poverty, will combine to ensure an ever-growing demand for child 
protection services. 
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The U.S. Census Bureau counted almost 5.9 million children under 18 in Texas in 2000, an 
increase of 22 percent from 1990. The Texas State Data Center projects that the state’s child 
population will grow to 6.3 million by 2010—an increase of almost half a million children, or 8 
percent over the decade. Even with this lower growth rate in its child population, Texas—which has 
the second highest birth rate in the nation—is likely to see a more rapidly growing demand for child 
welfare services than other states. 
 
In 2001, 1.7 million, or 28 percent, of Texas’ children lived in or near poverty (below 125 percent 
of the poverty line). This includes 21 percent who lived in poverty (below 100 percent of the poverty 
line) and 8 percent living in extreme poverty (below 50 percent of the poverty line). Among the 
states, Texas has the 7th highest child poverty rate.   

  
The large number and high percentage of Texas children living in or near poverty is significant 
because, while child abuse and neglect occurs at all socio-economic levels, children living in or near 
poverty are subject to abuse and neglect at a greater rate. An analogy between poverty and child 
abuse and smoking and cancer is helpful in understanding this link. By far and away, most people 
who do smoke do not get lung cancer. Some people who do not smoke do get lung cancer. Yet, 
smoking and lung cancer are linked. Poverty and child abuse are much the same. Most parents who 
do live in poverty do not abuse or neglect their children. Some parents who do not live in poverty do 
abuse and neglect their children. Yet poverty and child abuse are linked. Poverty does not “cause” 
child abuse or neglect, but poverty does lead to conditions in which child abuse or neglect is more 
likely to occur. Thus, the large number of children in Texas, magnified by the high percentage living 
in or near poverty, makes addressing child abuse in Texas particularly important and expensive.   
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Since the creation in 1996 of the TANF welfare block grant—which provides a supplemental grant 
to rapidly growing, high-poverty states, and was promoted as offering states greater flexibility—foster 
care, child protective services, and child abuse/neglect prevention programs in Texas have become 
increasingly reliant on these funds.  
 
In 1997, TANF federal funds were 9.2 percent of the total budget of the Texas Department of 
Protective and Regulatory Services. By 2003, TANF federal funding was 25 percent of the PRS 
budget. Legislators drafting the 2004-05 state budget received requests for increased TANF federal 
funds not just from PRS, but also from more than half a dozen other state agencies that have come 
to rely on TANF. The total request for TANF greatly exceeded the amount of TANF expected to be 
available in 2004-05. In the end, legislators decided to increase the use of TANF for CPS 
investigations and foster care, but to eliminate TANF support for several child abuse/neglect 
prevention programs.11 To make matters worse, the state’s multibillion-dollar general revenue 
shortfall meant that no state funds would be available to replace the lost TANF federal dollars. In 
several communities across the state, these critical prevention programs are no longer available. As far 
as prevention is concerned, any flexibility that the TANF block grant allowed Texas budget-writers 
ceased to exist when an economic downturn and state fiscal crisis required TANF to be redirected 
once again to its core purpose of cash assistance.      
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About $28 million of the General Revenue that FPS was budgeted for 2004-05 is maintenance of 
effort (“MOE”) for the federal TANF block grant. If the amount of TANF MOE at FPS were to be 
reduced in 2006-07 without an offsetting increase elsewhere in the state budget, Texas would lose 
federal TANF funds.    
�
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State funds for Compensation to Victims of Crime (CVC) provide $62 million in funding for foster 
care payments (about 9 percent of the total) and $3.4 million for Adult Protective Services programs 
at FPS in the 2004-05 budget. Use of CVC funds at FPS increased by 94 percent in 2004-05, 
compared to the prior budget cycle; without this infusion, state support for CPS programs would 
have decreased. However, the State Attorney General warned in December 2003 that the CVC fund 
is rapidly being depleted because of legislative decisions to use the fund for FPS and other services. 
By 2005, the CVC fund balance will plummet to $54 million, down from $243 million in 2002.12 
The Legislative Budget Board has issued similar warnings to legislators on the unsustainably high 
spending of the CVC fund. It should not be looked to as a significant new source of funding for FPS 
programs. 
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CPS has a complex task—like a rescue boat patrolling stormy waters. Each year, there are more 
families capsized in the water. Each year, the CPS rescue boat brings more children aboard, assuming 
the responsibility of 1) righting the family boat so that the children can be returned; 2) finding a 
kinship boat for the children; 3) finding an adoption boat for the children; or, 4) raising the children 
aboard the CPS boat. As the CPS boat becomes laden with more children, its capacity to respond to 
new children in the water diminishes. 
 
Every state that has faced public controversy over its system of child protection has ultimately been 
forced to significantly increase spending on staff and services. Unless our state leadership faces the 
facts and does the same in Texas, we will continue to read of tragic stories about abused and 
neglected children. The current emphasis on management and policies must give way to a hard-
nosed discussion about strengthening child protection.  
 
Cutting 5 percent, or $9.4 million, of General Revenue spending at this agency as a “starting point” 
for the budget process, as directed by the leadership, is a step in the wrong direction. Even the full 
funding of all exceptional items for which a cost has been identified—requiring $75.3 million more 
in General Revenue—would leave the agency with less General Revenue support per child than it 
had in 1995. The discussion has to be about providing a massive infusion of new General Revenue 
for this agency—not just enough to fund the exceptional items that for the most part maintain the 
status quo, but to actually lower CPS caseloads and make the other improvements that the system 
needs.      
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1 Texas Department of Family and Protective Services (DFPS) Letter to Select Committee on Child Welfare 
and Foster Care (2004). 

2 DFPS, 2003 Data Book. 

3 Kendra and Harold Hovey, CQ’s State Fact Finder 2004, CQ Press. This comparison uses the unduplicated 
number of children in foster care, a much higher figure than the average number. 

4 CQ’s State Fact Finder 2004. 

5 DFPS, 2003 Data Book.  The number of children in poverty is from 2002, the most recent data from the 
Census Bureau.  The number of calls to intake is an extrapolation from the DFPS 2003 Data Book 

6 This calculation uses the unduplicated number of Texas children in foster care in 2003, or 26,133 total, and 
an estimated child population of 6,037,731, as reported in the DFPS 2003 Data Book. If the monthly 
average number of children in paid foster care is used instead (16,267 in 2003), foster care in Texas reaches 
only 0.3 percent of the child population. 

7 Urban Institute, 2001 Child Welfare Survey, in The Cost of Protecting Vulnerable Children III: What Factors 
Affect States’ Fiscal Decisions? (December 2002).  “Southern states” are Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia,  

8 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Children and Families, National Child 
Abuse and Neglect Data System, Child Maltreatment 2002, Table 2.8, “Child Protective Services Workforce 
2002.” Workload was calculated as the number of screened-in investigations or assessments per investigation 
worker. For Texas, the workload figure was 162; the weighted U.S. average (27 states reporting) was 75.8. 

9 Based on appropriations to the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services, in the Conference 
Committee Report on H.B. 1, General Appropriations Act for 2004-05. 

10 See http://pewfostercare.org/docs/index.php?DocID=41 for the Pew reports. The finance reform report was 
issued in May 2004. 

11 The DFPS budget in 2004-05 received $437 million in TANF federal funds in HB 1, 25 percent of the 
agency’s total appropriations. 

12 Attorney General of Texas Greg Abbott, Crossroads 2003: Crime Victims’ Compensation Program Annual 
Report, p. 4.  


